
IN THIS WORKSHOP, YOU WILL LEARN:
•  to deeply understand the powerful relationship between 

the erotic and the holy
•  the difference between ordinary and extraordinary sexing
•  to access the difference between Love, Sex and Eros
•  to liberate eros in every dimension of your sexual and 

nonsexual life
•  to radically submit and accept the sexual as your  wisdom 

teacher
•  to access the full power of sexual fantasy as a tool for 

your liberation and empowerment
• why hot sex is not secular but sacred

•  to navigate the razor’s edge between domination and 
submission and mutuality

•  the distinction between raunch and  ravishing, 
 submission and surrender

•  the 3 levels of consciousness and how they will change 
your  entire sexual experience

•  why most sexual failure is not a crisis of technique but of 
imagination

•  how to move though the abuse of the sexual to sexual 
integrity (integration of the sexual)

INTEGRAL EVOLUTIONARY TANTRA

      OCT 4 – 6, 2013  •  150 W 28 sT, sTe 1803
     Fri 7 – 9:30, saT + sun 10 – 5:30  •  $295

 

At this key time in history we are called to evolve and embody Love, Sex and Eros! The sexual is the ulti-
mate spiritual master. Deep  understanding of the sexual is the ultimate guide to accessing the spirit in 
every dimension of our  reality. To be a great Lover — an Outrageous Lover in all facets of your being — you 

must listen deeply to the simple yet elegant spirit whisperings of the sexual.

JOIN US for a weekend of quivering tenderness, profound heart meditation, mind-bending  experiences, em-
bodied practices, ecstatic study, wild goodness, deep truth and radical personal transformation — and, if you 
dare, the evolution of your own enlightenment. Step up to play a  larger game — that of the Outrageous Lover, 

which is no less than the evolution of love itself!

to register email kristinakincaid@aol.com 
or phone (917) 734 2197INTEGRAL EVOLUTIONARY TANTRA

Dr. Marc Gafni is one of today’s most visionary scholars and spiritual 
teachers. He is Founding Director of and Wisdom Teacher In Residence 
at the Center for World Spirituality and at the  Institute of  Integral Evo-

lutionary Tantra.

Dr. Kristina Kincaid is a Certified Core Energetics Practitioner and 
 Brennan Healing Science Practitioner. A faculty member at the  Institute 
of Core Energetics, Dr. Kincaid is also the  Director at the Institute of 

 Integral Evolutionary Tantra.

The Radical Path of
The Outrageous Lover!

A Weekend Workshop with  
Dr. Marc Gafni and Dr. Kristina Kincaid

presents


